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Details about Virtual Mobility Rize / Turkey 

 

Before the meeting 

1- Students in each partner country will create a poster with  photos of the stituation at school 

during Covid19 ( Classrooms, masked teachers and students, rules and regulations on the 

walls … ) 5 or 6 students will talk about how they feel , about their schools, things they 

missed a lot. Each team has 3 to 4 minutes max. for presentation 

 

2- For the collaborative activity, the students will create interactive photos about  traditions so 

please choose 6 traditions or cultural events about your and write short descriptions about 

them. Students in multi national teams will work together and create interactive photos 

using Genially. We will arrange everything. Since there will be six multinational grups I think 

it will be good to have 6 tradition and cultural events ( only 6 with short descriptions.(3d Day 

) 

 

3- On joinning zoom it will be great if students have their Country names besid thr names like ‘’ 

Adil Tuğyan – Turkey’’ 

 

4- The duration for each day is planned as 2 hours but it iwll be possible to  finish early 

depending on the activities. 

 

5- Students should be registered on eTwinning Twinspace for he Forum activity before the 

meeting. 

 

6- You will find the link below to write the names of the teachers and students joining to the 

Virtual Meeting for creating MN teams and certificates. 

 

To add the names of the students and teachers Click Here please. 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Kb3Eo3eImAdo5hNppnfUyDCJ78ylde0DTfgnKb

PmiTw/edit?usp=sharing 

 

 

7- On the last day of the meeting 31st March , while the students are working on their final 

products, we can have the teachers coordination meeting for an hour. 

 

8- If you could please fill in the form until 20th March the latest it will be great. 

 

 That’s all  and  Thank you dear all       Have a safe flight to Rize       
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